Kofax TotalAgility - To prevent TS from skipping a capture node if the task was completed in the past (7.3 or above)

Transformation Server will not execute the same task twice. This KB advises how to avoid the Transformation Server from skipping a capture node if the task was already performed.

Applies to

Kofax TotalAgility 7.3 or above

Behavior

For efficiency, Transformation Server will not execute a task if it already performed the same task successfully. This KB advises how to prevent the Transformation Server from skipping a capture node if the task was already performed.

If for some reason you want to execute a completed capture node again (for example, for testing a document with TS increased trace level).

Resolution

Create or reuse a form to call the CaptureDocumentService DeleteExtension passing session id, document id and name of the extension (Kofax.TotalAgility.ExecutionTrackingData)